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BLACK & WHITE 
A treatment for a feature 

by 
Jon Hayes 

 
A couple’s love for one another is tested to the limits when one of them catches a deadly, 

terminal disease; the lovers are vampires and the disease is mortality.   

 

Saphonia and Joseph are vampires. Lovers for over a hundred years; they drift across Europe 

moving from city to city avoiding all contact with their extended vampire family, living off 

their victims, ageless, changeless and perfect. In Prague they accidentally meet a member of 

their estranged vampire family who tells them that their rejection of the family shows that 

they do not truly know what love is. Angered at the suggestion that they do not understand 

what it means to love, Saphonia and Joseph re-state their rejection of their vampire family 

and leave Prague for London. In London Joseph contracts a mysterious disease after feeding 

on a sick drug addict in London that leaves him weak and in almost constant pain. Forced to 

care for her sick lover Saphonia suggests they contact the mother of their family, Sierck, who 

may be able to draw on her vast experience and help them. Joseph rejects this and instead 

the search for information in London’s ancient libraries, but when Joseph collapses and is 

unable to feed Saphonia is forced to ask for help and contacts Sierck, and the family. She begs 

the family to come to London and help them and are told that the family will consider their 

request and be in touch. Saphonia and Joseph are left to cope as best they can and can do 

nothing, but wait for help that may never come.   

 

As they wait for the family to arrive Joseph grows steadily worse and Saphonia finds her love 

for him tested by his increasing dependency on her and increasingly disturbing symptoms; 

they find his hair and nails beginning to grow, and, most revolting of all, she discovers that 

her lover has begun to experience erections. These resurgent indicators of his long forgotten 

mortality are both disturbing and revolting, but, because she loves him, Saphonia refuses to 

leave him even though Joseph begs her to abandon him for fear she will contract his mystery 

disease through her proximity to him. Whilst feeding on a transient in Soho Saphonia is 

confronted by one of the family, Husam, who gives them the contact details of a sympathetic 
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Dr and tells them that the family are gathering, and will travel to London as soon as possible. 

Saphonia takes Joseph to see Sierck’s Dr who is revealed to be a drug addict, addicted to 

smoking a mixture of desiccated vampire blood and crystal methamphetamine. The Dr 

performs a battery of test that reveal only that a number of Joseph’s organic systems, 

system’s dormant for years as a result of vampirism, are waking up. The Dr can offer no 

explanation or real prognosis as Joseph’s condition is unprecedented and Saphonia and 

Joseph leave his office more confused and frightened than before. Dawn several days later 

and Saphonia is shocked to discover Joseph eating human food and immune to the effects of 

sunlight. They realise, to their horror, that Joseph’s condition is slowly, but inexorably turning 

him human.   

 

Night and the family led by Sierck and accompanied by the Dr arrive at Saphonia and Josephs 

London home. The Dr announces that Joseph’s condition may represent a cure for vampirism 

and Sierck bristles at the suggestion that their way of life is some kind of ‘disease’. The family 

debate what should be done with Joseph, with all ultimately agreeing that he represents the 

greatest threat to their way of life they’ve ever faced. Many advocate simply executing him 

now and in the face of this threat Saphonia, the Dr and Joseph orchestrate an escape and go 

on the run from the family. Saphonia’s hope is that the Dr may be able to find a cure and his 

skill represents Josephs only hope. Sierck, furious and deeply threatened, sets the family to 

hunt the fugitives down and kill Joseph and the Dr, but orders that Saphonia be given the 

opportunity to re-join the family. She is, after all, one of them bonded to them through the 

blood and her actions deserve forgiveness rather than vengeance.   

  

In a nameless European city the Dr is captured by members of the family, whilst Saphonia and 

Joseph just manage to escape, but with their last hope of a cure gone the lovers are left with 

only one option – to feed on each other in the hope that sharing their blood might cure 

Joseph. To their despair they find that sharing their blood has no effect on either of them. 

Months pass as they drift through Europe, running from the family and growing further apart 

as Joseph becomes fully human, but unable to leave one another as, despite the inevitable 

wall that grows between them, they still love each other. Their anguish comes to a head one 

night when Saphonia is overcome with jealousy when she watches Joseph pick up a young 

couple for a one night stand in a bar. She confronts him and Joseph reveals how lonely and 
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empty his life is and that the one night stands are the closest he can get to the feeling of 

intimacy they once shared. Saphonia reveals that she feels the same and now finds it 

impossible to feed on humans due to Joseph’s condition. In fact, earlier that night she let one 

potential victim go, thereby breaking the deepest vampire taboo and revealing her vampiric 

nature to a free mortal. Saphonia begs Joseph to simply leave her, but he refuses as, despite 

everything, he still loves her and cannot leave her just as she cannot leave him. They are 

trapped together.  

 

The situation reaches its climax when the family discover the potential victim Saphonia 

released and use him to track her down.  

 

They chase her through the night time streets and finally capture her as she is making a phone 

call to Joseph to warn him to run.  Sierck gives Joseph the address of an abandoned warehouse 

and tells him if he doesn’t present himself to them by dawn they will stake Saphonia out in 

the rising sun and let it burn her. At the warehouse Saphonia’s terror at the family’s plan to 

execute Joseph when he arrives, lends her enough strength to break her chains. Realising that 

as long as she lives Joseph will always be under threat she faces off against the family and 

after an epic battle is left mortally wounded, facing Sierck. Joseph arrives just as dawn breaks, 

but is too late to prevent Saphonia from sacrificing herself to kill Sierck and end the threat the 

family poses to his new mortal life. With her dying act Saphonia grabs Sierck and hurls them 

both through a window and into the sunlight, killing them both and saving Joseph, sacrificing 

herself in the ultimate act of selfless love by giving her life so he might live his.     


